Recently, the field of bioapplications has been extending to nano scale where new diagnosis methods are used as noninvasive ways for disease and injury detection and treatment. Due to the high expectations, efforts are done to combine various techniques to reach out to this aim. In this sense, plasma mediated surface processing provides a platform for using nanomaterials in biological and medical applications. This study aims to adapt the method based on surface wave plasma to create the proper interface between biomolecules and nanomaterials for bioimaging applications but also to manipulate plasma for controlled processing. Our interest focused on Cysteine due to its properties. Not only it is an aminoacid of great importance for several proteins in the human body, it has antioxidant properties 1 counteracting the action of reactive oxygen species (ROS) and it seems to have some anti-tumor effects 2 , but it might be also used as a target for site-direct labeling experiments to investigate the biomolecular structure and dynamics. First, to achieve controlled processing, different pressure and power conditions were investigated from the point of view of plasma species but as well as from the processing outcome. In all circumstances we tried to get an insight on the effect of plasma species and radiation. Molecular nitrogen ions seem the most responsible for increasing the nitrogen content of the samples as amine and amide bonds, while in some conditions the reaction between aminoacid molecules is facilitated as to form oligomers investigated by high performance liquid chromatography and chemical derivatization. Comparative results between Cysteine and Lysine which have similar structures except one group (thiol in the case of Cysteine and hydroxyl for the Lysine) indicated the connection between aminoacid residues involves thiol groups, thus indicating the possibility of future plasma controlled processing of such molecules for applications like surface enrichment in bioimaging applications. More details as well as discussion on the correlation between plasma properties and the results of processing will be presented during the conference. 
